
 



 

 
Greetings OGC Friends and Family- 
 
You are an important part of our global community, both inspiring and collaborating with OGC to get 
the best organic produce to the people.  As such you’ll start receiving occasional updates from us on 
our work - welcome to the inaugural edition!   
 
As you may recall, about a year ago Organically Grown Company became owned by a purpose trust, to 
protect our commitment to our Mission and independence. One year later, we are moving towards 
qualifying the first Sustainable Food and Agriculture Perpetual Purpose Trust (SFAPPT) stakeholder 
base. Stakeholders are responsible for electing candidates to the SFAPPT Trust Protector Committee 
annually, and our first election will take place later this fall. If you are an OGC supplier, purchaser, 
coworker, investor, or community partner, please be sure to review the final section of this report 
for more information about how to become a Qualified Stakeholder.   
 
As we transition to the start of the school year, we are taking a moment to reflect on our recent few 
months. The produce trade connotes love, patience, anticipation, and urgency, often simultaneously, 
and the summer season brings on all of these emotions in full. As we wait for the soil to warm, many of 
us start our gardens -- the tantalizing fragrance, taste, and feel of a sun-warmed tomato plucked 
straight from the vine inspiring the hours put into planning and readying the soil. Every year my 
best-laid plans give way to impulse and I pack my small community garden plot with more than it 
should hold. As of late, Baker Creek Heirloom Seeds provides inspiration and with luck will lead to a 
harvest that includes pink celery, a medley of tomatoes (Atomic Grape, Reisetomate, and Early Girls), 
and more pickling cukes than one might need.  And now it’s time for the annual dust off of “Putting 
Food By,” inspiration to preserve the best of the season for when the rain sets in.  
 
Such is the fun in our trade as we anticipate the arrival of the blueberry harvest, tracking daily temps as 
we ready our packing line, a resource that facilitates local growers’ access to markets for their crops. 
We spend these days touring fields with our customers, preparing for the annual Organic Produce 
Summit, and focusing on planning for the seasons ahead. Summer brings full-on tyranny of the urgent, 
getting the most perishable and delicious crops of the year to consumers. The sweet scent of 
cantaloupe is ever-present, and moments that harken back to childhood are around every corner. If 
you haven’t had a watermelon seed or cherry pit spitting contest recently, now might be the time.   
 
One of the most challenging things in life can be actualizing vision into reality and with your support we 
are well on the path of full implementation of the SFAPPT. With such division in the world right now, it is 
more critical than ever that we come together to manifest the change we want to see, and provide 
unique and relevant solutions to shift the dynamics of power and ownership.  
 
In partnership, 
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Elizabeth Nardi, CEO 
503-907-3610 
enardi@organicgrown.com  

 
 
 
 

 

Highlights of our recent work 

 
This past quarter brought significant 
legislative engagement on a state 
level for OGC. 
 
Oregon House Bill 2598, legislation 
that enables the establishment of 
“stewardship trusts” in Oregon, was 
signed into law by Governor Kate 
Brown in May.  
 
OGC, with the support of the 
Governor’s office and other allies, 
spearheaded this legal effort as part 
of a broader initiative to promote 
“steward ownership” models and 
legal entities, nationally and 
internationally. OGC staff worked  
closely to craft and shepherd this legislation which will modify the Oregon Uniform Trust code to add 
the Stewardship Trust model, which works as follows:  
 

● A Trust can own a company’s stock indefinitely so long as the company stays viable.  
 
● Founders can transfer their shares into a Stewardship Trust to ensure the ongoing operation 

of the business with both defined financial and non-financial purposes. 
 
● The profit is directed to be primarily reinvested in the company’s mission and can also be 

distributed to stakeholder groups at the direction of a Trust Stewardship Committee. 
 
● Depending on the business, distributions can be made to employees, customers, the 

community, or investors holding non-voting preferred stock. 
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Also of note during Oregon’s legislative session was the passage of House Bill 3427, establishing a 
gross receipts tax. This legislation aims to solve serious ongoing challenges in funding public 
education in Oregon. However, our concern around a tax of this nature is that it risks 
disproportionately impacting food businesses, which are historically very low margin, meaning that a 
revenue tax is a higher percentage of net income than some other types of businesses.  
 
We were happy that exclusions were granted for groceries and OGC leaders initiated work with 
legislators to clarify exclusions to supply chain companies where the application of some of the 
definitions are not clear. Independent infrastructure and logistics companies are a critical component 
of the food supply chain, especially when it comes to small and mid-sized natural and organic 
producers and retailers. We will continue to work with lawmakers during the final rulemaking to fight 
for appropriate protections and logical implementation. 

 
In more personal news, longtime LADYBUG 
growers Jim Chambers (JC) and Patti Reiman 
of Fir Oak Farm in Riddle, Oregon were meant 
to receive the Heritage Award (given to 
retiring farmers) way back in March 2016. 
They were unable to attend the ceremony, so 
OGC’s David Amorose hung onto the award 
all this time. He was able to present it to them 
in person as they passed through Eugene 
recently (pictured left).  
 
Fir Oak suffered through a devastating fire 
two years ago, but thankfully, Jim and Patti’s 
house was spared and they replanted their 
garden for the first time again this year. It was 
great to see them and celebrate in person. 
 

In June, our small fruit packing line was officially up and running for the season (pictured below), 
steadily packing Northwest blueberries for many regional farms!  
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Mission and Purpose  
 

Our transition into a Trust ownership model and registration as an Oregon Benefit Company inspired 
us to reexamine our key performance indicators for measuring our adherence to our purpose and how 
we report to stakeholders. We worked with Good Company, a local sustainability advisor, to develop a 
custom scorecard with inspiration and guidance from the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), Sustainable 
Food Trade Association (SFTA), B Impact Assessment, and UN Sustainable Development Goals.  
 
We created six main categories and assessed which of our ten Trust Principles applied to each in order 
to ensure our reporting framework incorporated both best practices for impact reporting based on 
industry standards as well as a strong focus on the principles and actions that advance our purpose to 
“engage in business activities that advance sustainable agriculture practices and food systems.” 

 

To see the full-size scorecard, as well as a full overview of our 2018 impact, we encourage you to 
check out our Annual Benefit Report (organicgrown.com/sustainability2018). 
 
In other news, OGC collaborated with our partners RSF Social Finance and Purpose to launch a 
nonprofit initiative to promote the growth of “steward-ownership” models within North America. 
This movement has the power to transform the economy by fundamentally reimagining and 
redesigning new corporate forms that thoughtfully balance economic returns and decision-making 
among stakeholders, and set up companies to be vehicles for serving a long-term purpose. The 
nonprofit initiative is providing research, awareness-building, legal infrastructure development, and 
building a network of mission-aligned investors. Right now there is an opportunity to have every 
donation we raise for our nonprofit matched by our partners up to $1M. For more information reach 
out to camille@purpose.ag. 
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OGC Community Happenings  

 

 
Springtime at OGC gets us out into the field, literally and figuratively!  
 
We hosted coworkers and customers on a three day Stone Fruit Farm Tour that visited nearly a 
dozen farms in Central California. The photo above is a group of OGC coworkers and customers at 
Masumoto Family Farm during the tour.  
 
OGC  Driver Justin Howell (pictured below left with his lovely family) represented OGC in the annual 
Oregon Trucking Association Driving Championship, while veteran  Senior Account Representative 
Lucas Crawford  (below right) helped longtime partner account, Seattle’s Central Co-op, open their 
second location in Tacoma, WA. 
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We co-hosted a reception for the spring National Organic Standards 
Board Meeting  in Seattle with partners from PCC Community Markets 
and Organic Seed Alliance. (Pictured at right from this event are OGC’s Brian 

Sanchez, Tonya Sanchez, and Elizabeth Nardi.) 

 
 

● The 2019  spring meeting of the National Organic Standards 
Board  (NOSB) took place in downtown Seattle in late April. 
Members of the organic community from far and wide gathered 
to witness the NOSB board members discuss policy proposals, 
vote on petitioned synthetic materials, consider sunsetting 
synthetic materials, and listen to hours of public comment. Among 
those providing public comment were OGC’s Rebecca Willows 
and Mike Dill. Rebecca let her experience shine as she explained 
how removing the Exclusion to Certification allowance in the 
organic standards for produce handlers, improving the 
information on organic certificates and product labels, and improving the data quality of the 
National Organic Program’s (NOP) Integrity Database could help deter organic fraud. 

 
● Mike Dill was on a discussion panel at the National Organic Coalition’s pre-NOSB meeting, 

attended by 75 members of the trade including NOSB members and several NOP staff. Mike 
presented arguments during the panel discussion and in public comment to the NOSB about 
organic operations’ need for sufficient sanitizer options  as the board is currently looking to 
change the way sanitizers are evaluated, which could possibly result in limitations to the types 
of sanitizers available for use by organic operations; something that would impact all organic 
operations.  

 
● In conjunction with Organic Produce Wholesalers Coalition (OPWC), 65 pages of detailed 

comments were written in response to the use of synthetic materials and delivered to the NOSB 
for consideration. Once again, OGC’s presence was felt at the meeting as several NOSB 
members cited our written comments and asked us questions during oral comments. While we 
failed to earn board approval for a petitioned synthetic material we supported for its potential to 
improve the availability of organic planting stock, we nonetheless left the meeting knowing that 
we made a significant impact on the drive toward continuous improvement in standards 
development and enforcement.   
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People Updates 

 
Congratulations! 
We are thrilled to announce two additions to the OGC Mission (Executive) Team.   

 
 
Bryce White  joins us as the Vice President of Business Operations, with more 
than 18 years of experience demonstrating how servant leadership can motivate 
and inspire workforces of all sizes. He has taken on some of the toughest 
leadership challenges within supply chain organizations and used sound 
judgment to lead and develop team members to reach for greater responsibility 
and achieve personal growth. He has been a thought leader in plant 
management, direct store delivery, and supply chain tactics, and volunteered 
time as the Chair and President of the Washington State Warehouse Education 
and Research Council (WERC), a professional organization focused on 
warehouse management and its role in the supply chain.  

 
Most recently Bryce led the Corporate Supply Chain and Corporate Strategy 
work at Columbia Distributing, the country’s fourth-largest malt beverage 
distributor.   
 
Mike Boyle   
Mike Boyle has been promoted into the role of Vice President of Sales 
and Sourcing. Previously Mike served OGC as Director of Sales and 
Business Development, and also held both buying and sales management 
positions. The goal of bringing the sales and purchasing departments 
together under one leader is to improve innovation in how we serve both 
our customers and growers. Over the past year, Mike has worked to align 
structure and focus in the sales, marketing, and business development 
areas by creating, improving, and implementing systems with and through 
his teams.   
 
Mike holds great vision for both growth strategies and for how this work is 
built and supported, including a deep understanding of OGC, our 
customer and grower bases, the organic supply chain, and both the Pacific 
NW and national produce landscapes. Prior to OGC, Mike led produce 
operations at Andronico’s Community Markets, and at Whole Foods in the 
Pacific Northwest, as well as multiple retail positions. 
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We are actively recruiting for a Vice President of People and Planet. 
Please spread the word to potential candidates - we are seeking a leader for our human resources and 
sustainability work, with a strong background in transformational human resources.  
 
Successful leaders at OGC are humble, lifelong learners who are excellent listeners and teachers, and 
value deep, authentic collaboration with cross-functional teams. They also aren’t afraid to challenge 
the status quo. They are motivated to be the CEO’s of their business areas and are able to both set 
vision and simultaneously roll up their sleeves. They are innovators and change agents, who prioritize 
achievement and continuous improvement for growth that is grounded in data, analytics, and holistic 
root cause understanding.  
 
Furthermore, leaders must be able to demonstrate and coach teams in effective root cause analysis 
and solution creation/implementation, be creative out-of-the-box thinkers and, above all, value 
mentoring and empowering coworkers at all levels. They believe that their own success is measured 
not by personal accomplishment, but by how their team is growing and contributing, both as 
individuals and as a whole.  
 
Please see the full job posting for our VP of People and Planet here (bit.ly/2GH43gT) 
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What to Eat This Season 

 

Cantaloupe with Sugar Snap Peas and Ricotta Salata 
via Bon Appétit | 4–6 servings 
 

Salty and sweet, crunchy and juicy, this throw-it-together summer side has it all. It's also one of the only 
instances where you should seek out a slightly underripe cantaloupe: Firmer flesh means it will be easier to slice 
into ribbons. 
 

INGREDIENTS 
½ small cantaloupe or Honey Kiss melon (about 1½ lb.) 
8 oz. sugar snap peas, strings removed, thinly sliced on a diagonal 
8 oz. ricotta salata (salted dry ricotta), thinly sliced into strips with a vegetable peeler or mandolin 
3 Tbsp. tarragon leaves 
Extra-virgin olive oil, lemon wedges, flaky sea salt, and Aleppo-style pepper or red pepper flakes (for serving) 
 

RECIPE PREPARATION 
Scoop out seeds from melon half and place, cut side down, on a cutting board and remove rind by slicing down 
along the curve of the melon with a sharp knife, rotating as you go. Cut in half again, then very thinly slice the flat 
side of each piece on a mandolin (to make half-moons) or use a vegetable peeler to make ribbons. Toss melon, 
peas, ricotta, and tarragon on a platter. Drizzle with some oil, squeeze some lemon juice over, and sprinkle with 
salt and Aleppo-style pepper or red pepper flakes. 
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Attention All OGC Stakeholders! 
 

 
It has been one year since the Sustainable Food & Agriculture Perpetual Purpose Trust (SFAPPT) took 
stewardship of OGC to enshrine our independence and service to mission and community into 
perpetuity. We are excited to share that we are actively planning our first annual SFAPPT Stakeholder 
Gathering, which will be an opportunity for all our stakeholders, including growers, customers, 
employees, community allies, and investors to get together to break bread, celebrate, and take stock 
of all of our milestones and aspirations as we work together to build a sustainable food future.  
 

Please Save the Date for the very first SFAPPT Annual Stakeholder Gathering on Friday, November 
8th in Portland, Oregon . To gear up, this month we will be launching our SFAPPT Qualification 
Process, which will enable stakeholders to participate in voting for our Trust Protector Committee. If 
you belong to one of our designated stakeholder groups (OGC coworkers, suppliers, purchasers, 
investors, or community partners), please fill out this Expression of Interest (bit.ly/2ThmAph) if you 
are interested in participating as a Qualified Stakeholder as we implement this stewardship 
governance model.  
 
In addition, if you know of potential qualified candidates for the Trust Protector Committee, please 
share them with the Nominations Committee by emailing trust@organicgrown.com . To learn more 
about TPC Desired Qualifications and Skills please view/download this PDF document  (bit.ly/2KtRJmE). 
 
Thank you for your continued support of, and commitment to, organic and sustainable agriculture, 
and the people and communities that create a thriving organic supply chain.  

 

OGC’s David Lively and Elizbeth Nardi share a lighthearted moment at the Organic Produce Summit 
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